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Who says money canâ€™t buy you love? Issued by the â€œWorld Bank of Savings and Loveâ€•
these playful checks offer a diverse portfolio of options for the shy and adventurous alike, with
fill-in-the-blanks and check-box prompts. The checkbook includes 30 IOUs and 30 UOMEs, making
it easy for you to get back what you give. Best of all, these checks are guaranteed not to bounce
(unless youâ€™re into that)!
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For me, a lot of the suggestions are pretty boring and based more on romance than they are on
sexual encounters (which isn't necessarily a bad thing, but it could be for those who already have a
great romantic aspect in their relationship and are looking to spice up their sex-life, not their
romance).(added photos of some of the checks in this book)And I don't exactly like that the idea of a
time-frame requirement is intertwined throughout the concept of these checks (I get that real checks
have a "due date", but for sex checks to have a due date- it's kind of a turn off for me).There's also
a random check allowing voyeurism, so I can imagine that strictly monogamous couples wouldn't
really like that check.

Very fun way to inspire a little naughtiness in the bedroom. Write a cute check for your spouse or
significant other and leave it for them when they get off work or present it when you feel like getting
intimate. Me and my wife love these! The only one I dislike is the "voluntary voyeurism" check
because it involves voluntary cheating while the other watches. I find that marriage and any serious

relationship should be complete dedication to your spouse and seriousness. I crumpled that one up
and threw it out!

These naughty little checks are so cute! There are ones to give and ones to receive. Adds a little
something to getting a "favor".

I like that not all of the check are sexual favors. They have actual date night ideas. I bought it for my
boyfriend because I was working so much and thought it would be something to spend more time
together.

The thought put into it, to write the amazing IOUs and YOMes is so superb.It brings out the naughty
self in you and your partner. It ignites your mischievous self..

love it!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! lots of fun. I recommend it me and
my wife use it lots :). definitely worth the money

Sex! Sex! Sex! Is what these checks will bring to your relationship, I promise. Each individual check
has its own unique thing. I love it because I can pick one out and so can she. From writing a poem
or love letter to something a little more naughty. Really love these checks.

Loved this! I got this pack of checks for my husband for valentines day because he told he would
never write a check. When he realized that there some checks worth writing his perception changed
quickly. They were very well set and bounded. They were perfect and well worth the price paid for
them. I am definitely getting my monies worth. My husband thanks you!
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